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L We don't envy the exhilarated those of tuberculosis paresis and typhus which are especially noteworthy. These people speak for them, plays a large part in causing physical and mental suffering.

The exhilarating toxins which emanate from the large intestine, heavy movement of freight tied up, amount that will be spent within the need for repairs, and improvements the Chicago, president of the American

The present price is

Cost of Producing
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BUTTER

The Present Price Paid for Cream on Butter

Essential Service

The American Cotton Association reports the average cost of producing cotton this year at

The cost of producing cotton this year

The goal miners and other workers

The prosecution during the small-dollar courts was marked by lack of understanding by the people of the local officials. There had been a great increase in the number of small-dollar courts before the small-dollar court. The new law, which is now in force, has been in force.

The case has attracted wide attention.

As Well As "Midad."
and 9,529.722 pounds of butter, 'padt "Ears' caught in millona of tfie A- pounds of butter fat in the form of sider* borders and buying "from operating In Oklahoma or just out- figures are from reports received valued at/$3,240,000. More than 10.- 2,261,983 pounds of milk. The bought for making ice cream. Pas- our cream wa  produced, selling products. During that year 9,939,895 paper. Cotton has resulted in tho eradica- Agriculture for the past six or sev- itick activities of the State anil combina- cating by marks of various shapes marked as doubtful or fraudulent enter- of all proportion to the profits of that the rosy pictured schemes that had decamped with the funds. Hu- bubble that buntj and the woman to a number of people in Columbus, who, thronged waving woman "Fanny" stop to the last 9,939,895 pounds of cotton. The millona of the cotton field. The Indians say that a number of people in Columbus, who, thronged waving woman "Fanny" stop to the last 9,939,895 pounds of cotton. The millona of the cotton field. The Indians say that the tick has exterminated the cotton crop of this year. Much of the imaginery ill health of people is traceable back to Im- pressionable childhood days, when a person's mind is formed for ever. They are GOOD! and digestions. It satisfies the desire for sweets, and is beneficial, too. Seal your order with us for quick delivery.

Chester Machine & Lumber Co.

Chester, South Carolina

H. L. Schlossburg

Wrigley's

For rosy cheeks, happy smiles, white teeth, good appetites and digestions. Its benefits are as GREAT as its cost to SMALL!

Sealed Tinted Keep Right
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New Fall Ready-to-Wear

We are receiving by express every day, new Coat Suits, New Coats, New Dresses, New Blouses, New Sweaters, New Fall Footwear and all New Fabrics in Silk and Woolens. Call and see these Wonderful New Fall Garments.

The S. M. Jones Comp'y

AT CLOUD'S

New Low Shoes

Our Shoe Department has been carefully examined and our Low Shoes have been remodelled, with all the latest improvements. Our New Styles are of the latest designs and the latest fashion. The prices are the lowest.

DRESSES

We have a beautiful line of Dresses this week at $10.75, $15, $17.50 and $28.00. We also have a special shipment of Pretty Jersey Dresses, all the wanted colors and pretty styles. Come In and get your size, special — $10.75.

NEW WOOL HOSIE

Our line of Wool and Silk and Wool Hose, with pretty flocks and beautiful heather mixtures, prices: 50c, $1.00, $1.50 and up.

NEWSKIRTS

Pretty newskirts in all the pantaloon colors and styles; just the thing for wearing with sweaters. Our Sweater business has been wonderful. We carry the best makes and the most complete line of sweaters in Chester and when you need a sweater think of Cloud's.
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Electric Bitters

The E. E. Cloud Company

Chester's Growing Store


Every time a woman spends a dollar for goods made outside of the Carolina she weakens that man the possibl advancement of her husband.

Only a relative small number of us have enough to live on with active daily labor. The buying of goods made outside of the Carolina is bad. Where we can afford to buy goods made within the state, we weaken that man the possibl advancement of her husband.

But a patriotic housewife who is to know of her own knowledge that she can buy a homemade article of the same quality and the same money that she must pay for the foreign-made merchandise.

When the women of the Carolina, on their dealers straight in the eye and say, "we buy home-made articles, not because we have them, but because we cannot buy them."

A dealer wants what his customers want. Some of these goods are made at low cost, others are made at a higher cost, but the Carolina goods are made and the Carolina people want them. The Carolina people buy Carolina goods and pay Carolina wages, and keep the Carolina money in the Carolina.

Making business bad by the Carolina-experience. If you want to save money, buy Carolina goods. As a rule, Carolina goods are better than the goods made outside of the Carolina. Carolina goods are made with Carolina hands and Carolina brains, and Carolina labor, and Carolina brains, and Carolina hands, and Carolina love, and Carolina skill, and Carolina care, and Carolina pride.

Every Carolina woman and every Carolina man is expected to buy Carolina goods and support Carolina industry. If you buy Carolina goods, you are helping to build up the Carolina industries and the Carolina people. If you buy Carolina goods, you are helping to support the Carolina farmers and the Carolina laborers.
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